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'LOBAL VIEWING IN %AST 
,ONDON
-ULTIETHNIC YOUTH RESPONSES  
TO TELEVISION NEWS
!MMAR !L'HABBAN
4HE /PEN 5NIVERSITY
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS ARTICLE ENGAGES WITH THE UNDERSTANDINGS RESPONSES AND 
NEWS VIEWING FRAMEWORKS OF YOUNG MULTIETHNIC WORKINGCLASS ,ONDONERS 
FOLLOWING THE WAR IN )RAQ AND THE SOCALLED @7AR ON 4ERROR )S TELEVISION 
NEWS ITSELF VIEWED AS A MONOLITHIC ENTITY EITHER IN ITS OWN RIGHT OR AS THE 
MOUTHPIECE OF WHICHEVER REGIME IS IN POWER !RE SOME VIEWERS MORE PRONE TO 
ACCEPT THE INVITATIONS OF CERTAIN TELEVISION NEWS DISCOURSES THAN OTHERS WHILE 
SOME REMAIN ALOOF SCEPTICAL AND CRITICAL "ASED ON A SUSTAINED QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH IN %AST ,ONDON THIS ARTICLE PROBLEMATIZES THE 
OFTEN TAKENFORGRANTED ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS )T URGES A RETHINKING OF 
SIMPLISTIC ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN DISCOURSES ON THE 46 
SCREEN AND IN THE LIVING ROOM )T FINDS UNUSUAL GAPS AND CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 
DISCOURSES USED BY POLITICIANS AT GIVEN POINTS IN TIME AND THOSE THAT AFFECT 
COMMUNITIES IN THEIR MATERIAL AND PSYCHIC LIFE IN PARTICULAR PLACES
JDXVNQCR   APOCALYPTIC AUDIENCE CRITICISM FATALISM FEARS MEDIA 
DISCOURSES SECURITY TELEVISION NEWS YOUTH
)NTRODUCTION
4O DISCUSS  TELEVISION NEWS  AND  ITS  AUDIENCES  IN  THE  CONTEMPORARY 
GLOBAL ARENA CONJURES UP A SERIES OF QUESTIONS ABOUT POLITICS AND VIEWING 
AND ABOUT WAYS OF ANALYSING TALK OR DRAWING CONCLUSIONS FROM IT ABOUT 
POLITICS NEWS AND VIEWING 4HERE ARE NOW MORE NEWS CHANNELS THAN EVER 
BEFORE  IN MANY LANGUAGES WITH MANY BROADCASTING AROUND THE CLOCK 
4HEIR ACCESS TO CAPITAL RESOURCES BROADCASTING POWER AND CONTROL VARIES 
ALMOST AS MUCH AS THAT OF THE PEOPLE WHO VIEW THEM 4HE PARTICIPANTS 
INTERVIEWED  IN ,ONDON  @WATCHED  THE AFTERMATH OF  THE BOMBING OF 
"AGHDAD IN "ENGALI %NGLISH AND !RABIC 4HEY WATCHED IT IN THE MORNING 
AFTERNOON AND LATE AT NIGHT WITH OTHERS IN THEIR FAMILIES ALONE IN THEIR 
BEDROOMS ON THE INTERNET OR EVEN AS TEXT IMAGES ON THEIR MOBILE PHONES 
)S THIS PLETHORA OF NEWS SOURCES A SIGNAL OF A BRAVE NEW WORLD THAT GIVES 
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ALL VIEWERS WHAT THEY WANT WHEN THEY WANT IT A FEAST OF NEWS FOR THE LAY 
VIEWER ALLOWING FOR CRITICAL COMPARISON )S IT TO BE CELEBRATED AS THE ACTU
ALIZATION OF A MODERNIST MEDIA DREAM IN WHICH NO POLITICAL EVENT GOES 
UNCOVERED OR UNWATCHED AND ALL CAN BE TRACKED FROM OUTSET TO CONCLUSION 
BY A TRULY INFORMED PUBLIC /R IS IT THE SAME OLD IMPERIALIST DOMINATION n 
WESTERN GOVERNMENT RHETORIC DRESSED IN NATIONAL LANGUAGES SPOKEN BY 
WELLGROOMED PLAUSIBLE INTERNATIONAL PRESENTERS 7ORSE STILL IS IT RECEIVED 
BY A GENERALLY APATHETIC OVERLYRESPECTFUL ILLINFORMED AUDIENCE RIPE FOR 
MANIPULATION AND MOBILIZATION BY EXCLUSIVE DISCOURSES ON ETHNICITY NATION 
RELIGION AND VIOLENCE
&ROM SOCIAL CONTEXTS TO INTERPRETIVE PATTERNS  
AND BACK
7HAT DO THEORIES OF DISCOURSE HAVE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES 
TO MEDIA PROLIFERATION )N $ISCOURSE AND 3OCIAL #HANGE 	 .ORMAN 
&AIRCLOUGH ANALYSES NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND ADVERTISEMENTS ARRIVING AT 
STRONG CONCLUSIONS ABOUT PATTERNS OF  IMPLICITLY AND EXPLICITLY POLITICAL 
DISCOURSE @INTERPRETERS ARE COMPLIANT IN THE SENSE OF FITTING IN WITH THE 
POSITIONS SET UP FOR THEM IN TEXTS  	 (OWEVER HE ACKNOWLEDGES 
THAT HYPOTHESES ABOUT READERS BASED ON TEXTUAL ANALYSIS ALONE MAY BE 
COMPLETELY MISLEADING BECAUSE
NOT ALL INTERPRETERS ARE COMPLIANT SOME ARE TO A GREATER OR LESSER EXTENT AND 
MORE OR LESS EXPLICITLY RESISTANT )NTERPRETERS ARE OF COURSE MORE THAN DIS
COURSE SUBJECTS IN PARTICULAR DISCOURSE PROCESSES THEY ARE ALSO SOCIAL SUBJECTS 
WITH PARTICULAR ACCUMULATED SOCIAL EXPERIENCES AND WITH RESOURCES VARIOUSLY 
ORIENTED TO THE MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL LIFE AND THESE VARIABLES AFFECT 
THE WAYS THEY GO ABOUT INTERPRETING PARTICULAR TEXTS  	
$ESPITE THEIR NUANCES THESE CONCLUSIONS ABOUT READERS INTERPRETERS	 
SUBJECTIVITY STILL LEAVE MEDIA VIEWERS IN A STRANGELY TIGHT CORNER %ITHER THEY 
TAKE UP A POSITION AGAINST THE TEXT THAT THEY VIEW OR THEY @CONSUME THE 
TEXTUAL DISCOURSES WHOLE AND INCORPORATE THEM ! CERTAIN SOCIAL SUBJECTIVITY 
ENABLES CERTAIN READERS TO @RESIST AND RESISTANCE n OR REFUSAL OF THE AUTHORITY 
OF A SANCTIONED NEWS TEXT n SEEMS TO BE AN END IN ITSELF )N RELATION TO THE 
YOUNG PARTICIPANTS WHO WATCH THE NEWS WHAT APPEARS MORE LIKELY IS THAT 
ALL READERS ORIENT THEMSELVES DIFFERENTLY DEPENDING ON THEIR EXPERIENCES 
AND VARYING COMMUNITY CLASS ETHNICITY AND GENDER IDENTITIES "ASED ON 
THESE THEY COME TO A RANGE OF COMPLEX POSITIONS WITH REGARD TO WHAT THEY 
WATCH 4HESE DISCURSIVE POSITIONS ARE THEN INFLECTED FURTHER DEPENDING 
ON THE VARIOUS CONTEXTS OF DISCUSSION INTERVIEWS FAMILY VIEWING	 OR SOCIAL 
PRACTICES AT STAKE !S WE WILL SEE YOUNG VIEWERS CAN BE SCEPTICAL OF NEWS 
PROCLAMATIONS ABOUT @TERRORIST THREATS AND ALSO CONVINCED ABOUT THE INSTAB
ILITY OF THE WORLD 4HEY GENERALLY ARTICULATE THESE POSITIONS INCONSISTENTLY 
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AND DEPENDING ON THEIR RHETORIC	 MAY EVEN BE OVERTLY CONTRADICTORY OR 
SELFCONTRADICTORY BUT THIS DOES NOT DETRACT FROM THE FACT THAT THEIR POSITIONS 
ARE STRONGLY FELT EVEN PASSIONATELY BELIEVED
)N 0OLITICS AFTER 4ELEVISION (INDU .ATIONALISM AND THE 2ESHAPING OF THE 
0UBLIC IN )NDIA 	 !RVIND 2AJAGOPAL CLOSES THE TRIANGLE OR LOOP BETWEEN 
TELEVISION TEXTS THE SOCIAL CONTEXT AND THE INTERPRETATIONS OF AUDIENCES WITH 
REFERENCE TO THE MATERIALITY OF EXISTENCE IN A CAPITALIST SOCIETY 0OINTING 
TO  THE MATERIAL AND DISCURSIVE REPERCUSSIONS OF  STRONGLYHELD PERSONAL 
BELIEFS ON SOCIAL AND POLITICAL LIFE AND THE DANGERS OF LINEAR AND UNITARY 
EFFECTS MODELS HE WRITES
4ELEVISION PROFOUNDLY CHANGES  THE CONTEXT OF POLITICS "UT  TO  THEREAFTER 
TREAT IT AS CENTRE AND SOURCE POINT OF INFLUENCE IS MISLEADING x 4HERE IS AN 
INSTITUTIONAL BREAK BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND  RECEPTION AND BETWEEN  THE 
DISPERSED REGIONS OF MESSAGE  INTERPRETATION AND THE  INDIRECT MODES OF  ITS 
USE !CCORDINGLY NO LAWLIKE PATTERNS OF INFLUENCE ARE LIKELY TO BE DISCERNED 
$IFFERENT EFFECTS MAY ENSUE AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS HARNESSED TOGETHER DISCREETLY 
IF NOT ALTOGETHER INVISIBLY AS THEY RISE AND FALL WITH THE CADENCES OF MEDIA 
NARRATIVES JOURNALISTIC ROUTINES PUBLIC RELATIONS PROMOTIONS AND MARKETING 
CAMPAIGNS x %LECTRONIC CAPITALISM FOREGROUNDS IN UNPRECEDENTED FASHION 
THE PLURALITY OF WORLDVIEWS THAT COEXIST EVEN WHILE RAPIDLY CREATING CIRCUITS 
OF COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS  THEM 4HIS  THEN CHANGES THE CONSTRAINTS WITHIN 
WHICH POLITICS TAKES PLACE  	
-UCH RESEARCH INTO NEWS VIEWING HAS YET TO TAKE ON BOARD THESE CAU
TIONS AGAINST ONEWAY EFFECTS MODELS "UT EVEN  IMPERFECTLYCONCEIVED 
STUDIES CAN OFFER  INSIGHT  INTO THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SOCIAL PRACTICES 
OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AND NEWS VIEWING )N "RAZIL -AURO 0ORTO SET 
UP AN  @EXPERIMENT  TO  @INVESTIGATE THE EFFECTS OF  TELEVISION ON CITIZENS 
INTERPRETATION OF THE POLITICAL PROCESS  	 THE LINKS BETWEEN MEDIA 
CONSUMPTION AND VIEWERS DEMOCRATIC CONSCIOUSNESS AND PARTICIPATION 
0ORTO APPEARS TO ASSUME THAT MEDIATED VERSIONS OF REALITY SIGNIFICANTLY 
SHAPE DEMOCRACY BUT ALSO THAT VIEWERS INTERPRETATIONS OF THESE MEDIATED 
VERSIONS ARE RELEVANT (E ARGUES THAT 
THE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE MEDIAS ROLE IN A DEMOCRACY AS BEING TO PORTRAY THE 
FACTS IN A NEUTRAL WAY OR @REFLECT ACCURATELY POLITICAL AND SOCIAL REALITY x IS 
INSUFFICIENT FOR THE STUDY AND CONSOLIDATION OF DEMOCRACY  	
!SKING ABOUT  THE KINDS OF  INTERPRETIVE  FRAMES AVAILABLE  TO CITIZENS 
WATCHING NEWS ABOUT THE POLITICAL PROCESS IN "RAZIL 0ORTO PROPOSES A SHIFT 
FROM THE TRADITIONAL DEMOCRATIC IDEAL OF AN @INFORMED CITIZENRY TOWARDS A 
NEW MODEL AN @INTERPRETING CITIZENRY (E CONCRETIZES THIS PROPOSAL IN AN 
EXPERIMENT IN WHICH A NUMBER OF RANDOMLYSELECTED VIEWERS NEAR "RAZILIA 
ARE SHOWN DIFFERENTLY INFLECTED @OPEN AND @CLOSED VERSIONS OF THE SAME 
POLITICAL NEWS STORY 4HE STUDYS UNSURPRISING CONCLUSION IS THAT A GREATER 
PLURALITY OF NEWS STORIES WITH A VARIETY OF FRAMES AND POSITIONS ENHANCES 
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DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION EVEN FOR THE MOST DISENFRANCHISED MEMBERS OF THE 
PUBLIC &OR THE PRESENT STUDY OF YOUNG PEOPLE AND NEWS CONSUMPTION THE 
MOST RELEVANT FINDING IS THAT MANY PARTICIPANTS DID NOT ADOPT THE @INTER
PRETIVE FRAMEWORK PRESENTED BY THE NEWS STORY THAT THEY WATCHED AND 
DID NOT RECALL MUCH INFORMATION FROM THE STORY YET THEY DID HAVE STRONG 
OPINIONS ABOUT THE STORYS MAIN POINT OR FRAME OF REFERENCE  	 
2ECENT CONTENTANALYTICAL RESEARCH INTO THE @REPERTOIRE OF COMMUNICATIVE 
FRAMES UTILIZED BY TELEVISION NEWS #OTTLE AND 2AI 	 ALSO ENDORSES 
NOTIONS OF INCREASING NEWS COMPLEXITY AS OFFERING @DIFFERING POSSIBILITIES 
FOR  THE PUBLIC  ELABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT OF  CONTENDING  INTERESTS 
ISSUES AND IDENTITIES  	 CONCLUDING THAT MODERN NEWS RATHER 
THAN BEING MERELY ABOUT CONVEYING THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE RULING ÏLITE IS 
@IMPLICATED IN BOTH STRUCTURES OF DOMINANCE AND PROCESSES OF DELIBERATIVE 
DEMOCRACY  	 !LTHOUGH THIS IS NO STUNNING INSIGHT  IT  IS STILL 
WORTH EMPHASIZING
7HAT THEN DO THESE ACCOUNTS OF @INTERPRETIVE FRAMES AND @DISCURSIVE 
FIELDS ACTUALLY IMPLY ABOUT WATCHING THE NEWS 4O MOVE FROM THE NOTION 
THAT TELEVISION NEWS HELPS TO CONFIGURE POLITICS IN SUPPOSEDLY DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIAL SETTINGS TO THE NOTION OF AUDIENCES AS CITIZENS MIGHT SEEM TO TAKE 
FOR GRANTED THE TRANSFORMATIVE POTENTIAL OF ALL VIEWING ACTIVITY -ANY 
RESEARCHERS REMAIN  INTERESTED  IN  THE QUESTIONS  THAT 2OGER 3ILVERSTONE 
RAISES IN 4ELEVISION AND %VERYDAY ,IFE 	
$OES THAT VIEWING ACTIVITY MAKE A DIFFERENCE $OES  IT OFFER THE VIEWER AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR CREATIVE OR CRITICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH THE MESSAGES ON THE 
SCREEN x (OW IS IT CONSTRAINED BY THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH IT TAKES 
PLACE AS WELL AS BY THE POTENTIAL OR  LACK OF POTENTIAL AVAILABLE  IN THE TEXT 
 	
4HE TESTIMONIES OF THE YOUNG PEOPLE ANALYSED HERE CONFIRM THAT SOME 
NEWS PROGRAMMES INVITE A GREATER RANGE OF VIEWER ENGAGEMENTS n PRACTICAL 
AND RHETORICAL n THAN OTHERS THAT SOME VIEWERS RESPOND TO NEWS DISCOURSES 
WITH GREATER PASSION THAN OTHERS AND THAT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT VIEWERS SOCIAL 
BACKGROUNDS ENABLES BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR POSITIONS OF POWER AND 
CONTROL IN RELATION TO CURRENT POLITICAL PROCESSES OFFSCREEN 4HIS LEADS US 
AWAY FROM NOTIONAL TYPES OF @ACTIVE OR @PASSIVE @RESISTANT OR @ACCEPTING 
NEWS VIEWERS AS IN $AVID -ORLEYS @DOMINANT @NEGOTIATED OR @OPPOSITIONAL 
VIEWERS  IN HIS  @.ATIONWIDE !UDIENCE STUDY OF 	 7E NEED TO  LOOK 
INSTEAD FOR THE SOCIALLYSITUATED CONNECTIONS AND PATTERNS BETWEEN VIEWERS 
LIVED EXPERIENCES AND THE WAYS IN WHICH THEY INTERPRET MEDIATED EVENTS 
CF !HMAD  !KSOY AND 2OBBINS  "ANAJI AND !L'HABBAN 
	 4HIS CAN HELP TO EXPLAIN THE APPEAL OF SOME NEWS PROGRAMMES 
DEALING WITH WORLD POLITICAL EVENTS THE LOATHING OR CHALLENGE	 ASSOCIATED 
WITH OTHERS AND THE WAYS IN WHICH OFFSCREEN AFFILIATIONS ARE IMPLICATED 
IN INTERPRETATIONS AND USES OF ONSCREEN NEWS @EVENTS
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(AVING TAUGHT AT THE SAME SECONDARY SCHOOL IN 4OWER (AMLETS IN THE %AST 
%ND OF ,ONDON FOR MORE THAN A DECADE ) HAVE BUILT UP KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
LIVES EXPERIENCES AND PRACTICES OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY (AVING TAUGHT 
%NGLISH AND -EDIA TO SOMETIMES THREE SIBLINGS FROM THE SAME FAMILY 
OVER  YEARS MET PARENTS OR CARERS REPEATEDLY AND KEPT IN TOUCH WITH 
EXSTUDENTS WHO HAVE LEFT AND THEN RETURNED ) HAVE BOTH PERSONAL AND 
SOCIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONTEXTS OF YOUNG PEOPLES LIVES
4HIS ARTICLE CONCENTRATES MAINLY ON ONE FOCUS GROUP AND THREE PAIR INTER 
VIEWS WITH  TO YEAROLD SCHOOL STUDENTS MOST IDENTIFYING THEMSELVES 
AS "RITISH "ENGALI -USLIMS 4HE FOCUS GROUP CONSISTED OF TWO BOYS 3HAHED 
AND "ADRUL	 AND TWO GIRLS 3HABANA AND 2UMENA	 4HE PAIRS ALL GIRLS 
WERE (ABIBA AND 2UMENA 3ONYA AND 2UHELLA AND !NGELA AND !BBY 4HE 
LATTER IDENTIFIED THEMSELVES AS NONRELIGIOUS AND WHITE %NGLISH !LL NAMES 
ARE PSEUDONYMS TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE PARTICIPANTS BUT HAVE BEEN 
CHOSEN TO REFLECT ETHNICITY 4HESE DISCUSSIONS ALL TOOK PLACE IN THE SCHOOL 
BUILDING OUT OF LESSON TIME 4HE STUDENTS VOLUNTEERED TO DISCUSS THEIR NEWS 
VIEWING FOR THIS STUDY !LL WERE AWARE OF MY ROLE AS RESEARCHER ON THE 
@3HIFTING 3ECURITIES PROJECT ALTHOUGH THEIR PRIMARY PERCEPTION WAS AS A 
LONGSTANDING TEACHER -Y PRESENCE DURING DISCUSSIONS WILL HAVE AFFECTED 
THE KINDS OF STATEMENTS THEY MADE IN WAYS WHICH ARE DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN 
(OWEVER ) FELT THAT THE TRUST ) HAD EARNED AS A TEACHER CARRIED OVER INTO 
THE INTERVIEW CONTEXT AND ALLOWED FOR FRANK REVELATIONS WHICH MIGHT NOT 
OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN FORTHCOMING
2OGER 3ILVERSTONE WARNS THAT @HOMOGENOUSLY GENDERED OR CLASSBASED 
INTERVIEW GROUPS MAY x OVERDETERMINE RESULTS  	 7ITH THIS 
IN MIND A GROUP CONSISTING OF FOUR YOUNG NON-USLIM WOMEN IN THEIR 
LATE TWENTIES WAS INTERVIEWED ALSO 4HEIR SOCIAL AFFILIATIONS ARE PRIMAR
ILY WORKING CLASS BUT ALSO  INFLECTED BY EXPERIENCES OF WORK PARENTING 
AND SOCIALIZING OUTSIDE THE GHETTOIZED CONTEXTS WITHIN WHICH MOST OF THE 
YOUNGER PARTICIPANTS RESIDE 4HEY ARE !ISHA %NGLISH MOTHER %GYPTIAN 
FATHER	 'EMMA !FRICAN #ARIBBEAN PARENTS	 *ODY %NGLISH PARENTS	 AND 
+IA %NGLISH MOTHER 'HANAIAN FATHER	
%LLEN 3EITER CAUTIONS AGAINST  @INFLUENCING  INHIBITING AND CHANGING 
  	  THE WAY  IN WHICH PARTICIPANTS  SPEAK WHILE !LTHEIDE AND 
*OHNSON 	 FOREGROUND  @TACIT KNOWLEDGE AS BEING NOT ONLY CRUCIAL 
TO THE INTERPRETATION OF QUALITATIVE DATA BUT ALSO THE KEY TO ITS DISMISSAL 
AND DISAVOWAL BY POSITIVISTIC  READERS 4HEREFORE  THESE YOUNG PEOPLE 
WERE ASKED A WIDE RANGE OF  INITIALLY OPEN AND THEN INCREASINGLY MORE 
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS SEEKING CLARIFICATION 4HE QUESTIONS CENTRED ON THEIR 
NEWS CONSUMPTION HABITS  THE MEDIA COVERAGE OF  THE WAR  IN )RAQ AND 
ITS AFTERMATH	 THE @7AR ON 4ERROR AND OTHER MAJOR CONTEMPORARY NEWS 
EVENTS SUCH AS THE !SIAN TSUNAMI 'IVEN THAT THE INTERVIEWS TOOK PLACE 
BETWEEN 3EPTEMBER  AND $ECEMBER  MUCH OF THE DISCUSSION 
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CENTRED AROUND ISSUES OF @SECURITY IN THREE SENSES OF THE TERM YOUNG PEOPLES 
PERCEPTIONS OF GLOBAL SECURITY THE EXTENT TO WHICH PEOPLE FEEL SECURE IN 
THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND THE WAY IN WHICH THE ISSUE OF SECURITY TENDS 
TO DOMINATE MEDIA DEBATES IN "RITAIN TODAY
$ISCUSSION
4ERRORISM NEWS TALK
4HE PARTICIPANTS REPEATEDLY IDENTIFIED TWO KEY THEMES AS DOMINATING COVER
AGE OF MAJOR EVENTS BY TELEVISION NEWS IN THE 5+ OVER RECENT YEARS 4HE 
FIRST IS THE "RITISH 'OVERNMENTS EFFORT TO PROMOTE THE NOTION OF A @TERRORIST 
THREAT VIA THE MEDIA SO AS TO ENSURE THAT IT REMAINS A CENTRAL ISSUE IN BOTH 
DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL POLITICS 4HE SECOND EQUALLY IMPORTANT IS THE "RITISH 
MEDIAS TENDENCY TO @DEMONIZE -USLIMS AND PRESENT THE )SLAMIC FAITH AS 
BEING PREDICATED ON VIOLENCE AND  JIHAD /F PARTICULAR  INTEREST HERE ARE 
THE WAYS IN WHICH THESE TWO MEDIA DISCOURSES AS IDENTIFIED BY THE YOUNG 
PARTICIPANTS INTERACTED WITH THE WORLDVIEWS AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES THAT 
ARE DOMINANT IN THE FAMILIES FRIENDSHIP NETWORKS AND COMMUNITIES TO 
WHICH THEY BELONG
&OR !NGELA AND !BBY WHITE %NGLISH GIRLS  FROM LOWERMIDDLE AND 
MIDDLECLASS FAMILIES RESPECTIVELY THE UBIQUITY OF THESE MEDIA DISCOURSES 
WAS UNSURPRISING IT FITTED NEATLY WITH THEIR CYNICAL VIEW OF INSTITUTIONS 
SUCH AS @THE GOVERNMENT AND @THE MEDIA !NGELA COMPARED THE "RITISH 
MEDIAS OBSESSION WITH THE SOCALLED @TERRORIST THREAT TO THEIR PREOCCUPATION 
WITH GLOBAL WARMING 4HIS SHE SAID @WAS JUST SOMETHING THATS BEEN MADE 
UP BY SOME !MERICAN SCIENTIST 5NKNOWINGLY ECHOING SOME OF $AVID 
!LTHEIDES SENTIMENTS IN #REATING &EAR .EWS AND THE #ONSTRUCTION OF #RISIS 
	 !BBY RELATED SPECIFIC THEMES FROM 'EORGE /RWELLS  	 
TO THE MANNER IN WHICH THE "RITISH 'OVERNMENT VIA THE MEDIA ENDEAV
OURS TO KEEP THE GENERAL PUBLIC IN A PERMANENT STATE OF FEAR WITH REGARD 
TO THE PROSPECT OF AN EXTREMIST -USLIM TERRORIST ATTACK )N !NGELAS WORDS 
@7HEN EVERYONES AFRAID IT MEANS THE GOVERNMENT HAVE LOADS OF POWER 
"OTH GIRLS VIEWED THE "RITISH MEDIAS  TENDENCY TO MISREPRESENT )SLAM 
AS @UNFAIR IN PARTICULAR THE NOTION OF JIHAD AND THE FOCUS ON @EXTREMIST 
-USLIMS INSTEAD OF THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF @ORDINARY -USLIMS &OR 
BOTH THE LIKELIHOOD OF A TERRORIST ATTACK ON THIS COUNTRY WAS LOW AND THE 
MEDIAS PRESENTATION OF THE THREAT WAS EXAGGERATED !SKED HOW SHE FELT 
ABOUT SUCH THREATS !BBY REPLIED @)M NOT PARTICULARLY AFRAID OF TERRORISM 
OR ANYTHING
4HE MEDIA DISCOURSES CONNECTING TERRORISM AND -USLIMS DID NOT SUR 
PRISE THE "RITISH"ANGLADESHI YOUTH IN THE SAMPLE EITHER -ANY EXPRESSED 
THE VIEW THAT THE "RITISH MEDIA WERE NOT TO BE TRUSTED TO REPORT EVENTS 
INVOLVING -USLIMS IN A FAIR AND BALANCED WAY 4IME AFTER TIME IN INTER
VIEWS AND FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS THE "ENGALI PARTICIPANTS REFERRED ALMOST 
WEARILY TO WHAT THEY SAW AS THE @BIASED NATURE OF "RITISH TELEVISION NEWS 
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PROGRAMMES AND CHANNELS ALSO SEE "ANAJI AND !L'HABBAN 	 !SKED FOR 
EXAMPLES MOST SPOKE OF THE PERCEIVED LACK OF REPORTING OF )RAQI CASUALTIES 
THROUGHOUT THE CONFLICT IN )RAQ (ABIBA FOR EXAMPLE SAID 
4HEY ONLY NAME THE !MERICAN AND "RITISH TROOPS THAT WERE KILLED AND THERE 
WERE HUNDREDS MORE -USLIMS KILLED YET ITS NOT RELEVANT ITS NOT IMPORTANT 
TO THEM
3CEPTICISM TOWARDS "RITISH OR WESTERN MEDIA LED MANY TO SEARCH FOR AND 
USE ALTERNATIVE NEWS SOURCES )N ADDITION TO WATCHING ""# 3KY AND )46 
SEVERAL "ENGALI SPEAKERS SAID THAT THEY RELIED ON "ANGLA 46 AND 6ECT/NE 
"ANGLA FOR ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES 3OME ALSO WATCHED !L*AZEERA !RABIC	 
AND !BU $HABI 46 DESPITE NOT SPEAKING !RABIC SIMPLY TO EXPERIENCE THE 
IMAGES 4HIS FURTHER EMPHASIZES THE DISILLUSIONMENT FELT BY MANY REGARDING 
ASPECTS OF "RITISH NEWS REPORTING AND SUGGESTS THAT VERBAL NEWS REPORTS 
FAIL TO FRAME IMAGES FOR VIEWERS WHO ARE UNCONVINCED BY 53 AND "RITISH 
GOVERNMENT POLICIES )NSTANCES OF WESTERN TELEVISION NEWS COVERAGE OF )RAQI 
CASUALTIES WERE DISMISSED AS RARE BY THE PARTICIPANTS AND AS CYNICAL AT 
TEMPTS BY MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO APPEAR NEUTRAL AND BALANCED !S (ABIBA 
PUT IT THEY DO IT @JUST TO SHOW THAT THEYRE NOT BIASED AND THAT THEY SHOW 
BOTH SIDES
)N HIS SEMINAL STUDY OF YOUNG PEOPLE POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION AND TELE
VISION NEWS $AVID "UCKINGHAM 	 MAKES AN INTERESTING DISTINCTION 
BETWEEN THE ATTITUDES OF YOUNG PEOPLE TOWARDS THE MEDIA AND TELEVISION 
NEWS @CYNICISM AND @CRITICISM 4HIS DISTINCTION APPEARS APPOSITE TO THIS 
STUDY @#YNICISM IS @MORE GENERALIZED AND MORE DISTANCED WHILE @CRITICISM 
IS @OFTEN MOTIVATED BY AN EMOTIONAL INVESTMENT IN THE TOPICS THAT ARE DEALT 
WITH "UCKINGHAM ARGUES  	 4HE RESPONSES OF SOME OF THE YOUNG 
"RITISH "ANGLADESHI PARTICIPANTS REFLECTED A HIGH DEGREE OF EMOTIONAL IN
VOLVEMENT "UCKINGHAM ALSO NOTES THAT @CRITICISM IMPLIES A BELIEF IN THE 
ANTECEDENT REALITY THAT THE TEXT PURPORTS TO REPRESENT AND A COMMITMENT 
TO THE IDEA THAT THE TRUTH ABOUT IT CAN AND SHOULD BE TOLD  	 
3EEKING OUT AND USING ALTERNATIVE NEWS SOURCES SOMETIMES IN DIFFERENT LAN 
GUAGES AND MEDIA IMPLIES SUCH A COMMITMENT )NDEED THE RECENT PROLIF
ERATION OF SATELLITE NEWS CHANNELS FROM AROUND THE WORLD SUGGESTED TO 
SOME OF  THE YOUNG PEOPLE  THAT  @THE  TRUTH  OR MORE AND  LESS PLAUSIBLE 
VERSIONS OF IT	 @CAN BE TOLD 4HIS IN TURN HAS CUED A FURTHER INTEREST IN THE 
EVENTS BEING DEPICTED FURTHER THOUGHT ABOUT THE CONTEXTS OF THESE EVENTS 
AND FOR SOME THE DESIRE TO PARTICIPATE OR INTERVENE BY SUPPORTING CERTAIN 
VERSIONS OF EVENTS AND DISMISSING OTHERS IN WIDER PUBLIC CONTEXTS (ERE 
THE SIGNING OF PETITIONS AND PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS ARE 
THE MOST OVERT EXAMPLES SOME OF THE PARTICIPANTS EXPLAINED THAT AFTER 
FOLLOWING THE BUILDUP TO THE WAR IN )RAQ IN  ON VARIOUS CHANNELS AND 
WEBSITES THEY ATTENDED ANTIWAR DEMONSTRATIONS 7HEN THE BOMBING OF 
"AGHDAD BEGAN SOME EVEN LEFT SCHOOL  IN THE MIDDLE OF A WORKING DAY 
WITHOUT THEIR PARENTS KNOWLEDGE	 TO MARCH IN PROTEST FROM %AST ,ONDON 
TO 0ARLIAMENT 3QUARE
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4HE CHANGING TRANSNATIONAL MEDIA ENVIRONMENT IS MAINLY AVAILABLE TO 
THOSE WITH ACCESS TO NONTERRESTRIAL SATELLITE OR DIGITAL TELEVISION ANDOR 
THE INTERNET AND IS OF SPECIAL VALUE TO THOSE WHO OPERATE IN MORE THAN ONE 
LANGUAGE )T MAY ENABLE SOME SUCH PEOPLE TO DISCUSS OR PARTICIPATE IN POL
ITICAL LIFE AS THEY WOULD NEVER HAVE DONE BEFORE %VEN A STUDY AS SMALL 
AND LOCAL AS THIS ONE SHOWS THAT ISSUES SUCH AS SECURITY OR THE CHANGING 
WORLD OF NEWS PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION CAN HAVE VERY DIFFERENT IM
PLICATIONS FOR EVEN SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE 3OME OF THE YOUNG 
"ENGALIS INTERVIEWED n SPECIFICALLY THOSE WITH ACCESS TO NONTERRESTRIAL 
SATELLITE OR DIGITAL CABLE TELEVISION ANDOR THE INTERNET n CAN NOW ACCESS A 
WIDER RANGE OF NEWS SOURCES AND EXPERIENCE DIVERGENT REPRESENTATIONS 
OF GLOBAL EVENTS 4HIS HAS ARGUABLY ENABLED THEM TO ENGAGE THOUGHTFULLY 
WITH POLITICAL LIFE TO A GREATER EXTENT THAN WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN THE 
CASE "UT FOR WHITE "RITISH YOUTH SUCH AS !NGELA AND !BBY THE IMPACT 
OF A MORE NEWSSATURATED MEDIA ENVIRONMENT IS LESS CLEAR .EITHER HAD 
ACCESS TO NONTERRESTRIAL TELEVISION AND ALTHOUGH BOTH HAD ACCESS TO THE 
INTERNET NEITHER COULD CITE ANY ALTERNATIVE NEWS SOURCES 0ERHAPS THE KEY 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE TWO SETS OF PEOPLE IS NOT TO DO WITH ACCESS BUT 
WITH THE MOTIVATION TO SEEK ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES !NGELA AND !BBY BY 
NO MEANS ACCEPTED TERRESTRIAL NEWS PROGRAMMES AS BEING @ACCURATE AND 
@FAIR REPRESENTATIONS OF EVENTS 4HEY SEEMED COMFORTABLE WITH THEIR OWN 
PERSPECTIVES AND DISSATISFIED WITH 5+ MEDIA 4HEY DID NOT PURSUE ALTER
NATIVE SOURCES BECAUSE THEY FELT NO NEED TO DO SO )T WOULD BE INTERESTING 
TO STUDY THOSE YOUNG VIEWERS AND OTHER VIEWERS	 WHO WATCH NO NEWS AT 
ALL DURING A PERIOD OF GREAT NEWS PROLIFERATION
&OR AT LEAST HALF OF THE PARTICIPANTS THOUGH BEING ABLE TO SPEAK ANOTHER 
LANGUAGE SUCH AS "ENGALI AND HAVING ACCESS TO SATELLITE TELEVISION HELPED 
THEM TO UNDERSTAND GLOBAL EVENTS FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES AND TO FORM 
OPINIONS ABOUT HOW MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS CHOSE TO PORTRAY THEM (OWEVER 
EVERYONE IN THE SAMPLE WAS SCEPTICAL ABOUT THE MOTIVATIONS AND ACTIONS 
OF 5+ AND WESTERN NEWS MEDIA !BBY AND !NGELA WERE AS CRITICAL OF THE 
NEBULOUS MEDIA LINKAGE BETWEEN @TERROR AND @)SLAM AS THEIR "ENGALI PEERS 
4HEY REGARDED @IMMINENT TERRORIST ATTACK AS RHETORIC OR PURE INVENTION 
"UT CURIOUSLY WHILE SOME OF THE WORKINGCLASS "RITISH "ANGLADESHIS WERE 
JUST AS CYNICAL ABOUT THE "RITISH MEDIA THEY DID NOT DISMISS THE @TERROR 
THREAT IN THE SAME WAY )N FACT SOME OF THEM BELIEVED THAT A TERRORIST AT 
TACK WAS INDEED LIKELY AND IMMINENT
!POCALYPTIC VISIONS
7HY THIS RELUCTANCE TO DISMISS THE @TERROR THREAT &OR SOME THEIR DISTRUST 
OF THE "RITISH 'OVERNMENT AND MEDIA WAS MATCHED BY THEIR BELIEF IN THE 
RESOLVE OF FIGURES SUCH AS /SAMA BIN ,ADEN TO CARRY OUT THEIR THREATS
3ONYA ) THINK ITS JUST THE SAME BECAUSE YOU DONT KNOW WHEN TERRORISTS ARE 
GONNA ATTACK YOU x 9OU KNOW WITH #ANARY 7HARF HAVE YOU WATCHED THAT 
NEWS 3OMEONES GIVING NOTES
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)NTERVIEWER !BOUT WHAT
3ONYA !BOUT THINGING #ANARY 7HARF x SO BASICALLY IT COULD HAPPEN ANYTIME n 
YOU DONT KNOW
2UHELLA )VE GOT A FEELING THAT BIN ,ADEN MIGHT BOMB THIS PLACE x
)NTERVIEWER 3O YOU DONT FEEL THE WORLD IS A SAFER PLACE
3ONYA ) DONT  CAUSE IF SOMEONE HAS DONE SOMETHING WRONG TO A TERRORIST 
THEYRE GONNA COME BACK
!SKED HOW SAFE THEY NOW FELT WITH REGARD TO A TERRORIST ATTACK IN THIS 
COUNTRY A TYPICAL RESPONSE OF YOUNG "ENGALIS WAS 3ONYAS @)T COULD HAPPEN 
ANYTIME n YOU DONT KNOW 3HE CLARIFIES THIS IN TERMS OF THE NOTION OF 
VENGEANCE IMPLYING A (OLLYWOOD OR "OLLYWOOD GANGSTER SCENARIO (OW
EVER  FURTHER DISCUSSIONS  SUGGESTED  THAT OTHER DISCOURSES WERE  IN PLAY 
AMONG THIS GROUP OF STUDENTS 4HE STATE THAT THE WORLD IS IN TODAY WAS 
EXPLAINED BY THE IDEA THAT THERE ARE GREATER FORCES AT WORK BE THEY THE 53 
'OVERNMENT @TERRORISTS FATE OR !LLAH &OR EXAMPLE THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGE 
TOOK PLACE OVER THE !SIAN TSUNAMI
(ABIBA )TS A WAKEUP CALL FOR THE WORLD INNIT
)NTERVIEWER 7HAT DO YOU MEAN
2UMENA ,IKE THE END OF THE WORLD IS COMING
(ABIBA ,IKE YOU DONT HAVE MUCH TIME DO YOU 4HE WAVE JUST SHOWED PEOPLE 
THAT YOU MIGHT JUST DIE NEXT DAY
)NTERVIEWER 3O HOW DOES THAT MAKE YOU FEEL ABOUT LIFE THEN WHEN YOU SAY 
IT LIKE THAT
(ABIBA )TS COMING TO AN END
2UMENA 4HERES SIGNS IN DIFFERENT WAYS THAT ) CAN SEE IT 4HERES SIGNS 3IGNS 
IN RELIGIOUS TERMS AND SIGNS IN THE WORLD TERMS
(ABIBA 4HE WAR IN )RAQ ITS JUST LIKE THE 4HIRD 7ORLD 7AR INNIT
)NTERVIEWER 3O YOURE SAYING THE WAR IN )RAQ IS @A SIGN
2UMENA ! LOT OF PEOPLE ARE DYING IN THE WORLD FOR NO REASON
(ABIBA "ECAUSE THE WORLDS MORE ADVANCED ALL THE THINGS ARE MORE x
2UMENA )T WAS PROBABLY SAFER  YEARS AGO THAN IT IS NOW
(ABIBA !LL THE AMMUNITION THEY HAVE NOW AND x
2UMENA #RIME
(ABIBA )F YOU THINK ABOUT THE %AST %ND SAY FOR EXAMPLE WHERE WE LIVE YOU 
KNOW #RIMES JUST INCREASING SO FAST
)NTERVIEWER 7HAT ELSE MAKES YOU THINK THAT THE WORLDS A SCARIER PLACE
(ABIBA 4HE WAR IN )RAQ
)NTERVIEWER !ND WHAT ELSE
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2UMENA 4HE TSUNAMIx
(ABIBA 9EAH
!N APOCALYPTIC VISION IS PRESENTED AS 2UMENA AND (ABIBA CONNECT THE 
TSUNAMI THE WAR IN )RAQ CRIME IN THE %AST %ND AND THE STATE OF THE WORLD 
IN GENERAL .ATURAL DISASTER AND HUMAN CONFLICT ARE MERGED AND ISSUES OF 
@GLOBAL AND  @LOCAL  SECURITY ARE REVEALED AS  SYMPTOMS OF  THE WORRYING 
COURSE UPON WHICH THE WORLD IS SET 4HUS A WORLDVIEW IS FORGED WITH THE 
CAPACITY TO INCORPORATE DISPARATE EVENTS AND PHENOMENA IN A COHESIVE WAY 
4HROUGHOUT THIS EXCHANGE THERE IS A CLEAR SENSE THAT FORCES OUT OF OUR OWN 
CONTROL SHAPE OUR LIVES 3UCH A BELIEF IN @GREATER FORCES AT WORK RENDERS US 
AS ORDINARY PEOPLE POWERLESS /THER VERSIONS OF POWERLESSNESS MIGHT SUG 
GEST A MEASURE OF BENIGN POWER PROTECTING OR CHANNELLING OUR LIVES 4HIS 
ONE CREATES A SENSE OF IMPENDING DOOM LEADING TO THE CONCLUSION THAT WE 
MUST BE READY FOR DEATH
0OWERLESSNESS IN THE FACE OF DEVASTATING HUMAN SUFFERING AND THE DIS 
TURBING TRAJECTORY OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY  IS  SOMETIMES DEALT WITH BY 
REFERENCE TO QUASIRELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES (ERE 3HAHED AND 3HABANA DIS
CUSS PREPAREDNESS TO DIE
"ADRUL 3OME OF THE TIME YOU ARE HEARING SOMETHING AND YOU GET THIS FEELING 
SOMETHING IS GOING TO GO WRONG x /NCE WE HEARD THE ".0 ;"RITISH .ATIONAL 
0ARTY= WANTED TO KILL A -USLIM OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT SO WE GOT A BIT SHOCKED 
AND ALL THAT
3HAHED "UT THEN AGAIN -USLIMS ) THINK ARE READY TO DIE x ANYTIME
3HABANA -USLIMS ARENT SCARED OF DYING
3HAHED 7E KNOW THAT WE HAVE TO DIE ONE DAY x 7E KNOW WERE ALL GONNA 
GO TO !LLAH ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT 7ERE GONNA BE JUDGED BY WHAT WERE 
DOING IN THIS WORLD x 7ERE SCARED BUT WERE READY TO DIE
&ATALISM OF THIS KIND SHOULD NOT SIMPLY BE SEEN NEGATIVELY WHAT  IS 
@DEPRESSING AND @DISEMPOWERING TO SOME MIGHT BE OF COMFORT TO OTHERS 
4HE FATALISTIC OUTLOOK IS A PSYCHOLOGICAL FACT NOT MERE CULTURAL RELATIV
ISM !S WITH THE @CYNICISM THAT "UCKINGHAM DESCRIBES IT MAY @SERVE AS A 
VALUABLE n AND INDEED PLEASURABLE n WAY OF RATIONALIZING ONES OWN SENSE 
OF POWERLESSNESS AND EVEN OF CLAIMING A DEGREE OF SUPERIORITY AND CON 
TROL  	 (OWEVER IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE MOTIVATIONS AND 
IMPLICATIONS OF SUCH UTTERANCES PROPERLY IT IS IMPORTANT TO AVOID SIMPLISTIC 
CONCEPTIONS OF @DISCOURSE WHICH SUGGEST THAT LANGUAGE USED IN INTERVIEWS 
DIRECTLY @REPRESENTS PEOPLES VIEWS AND BELIEFS !S "UCKINGHAM ARGUES 
@$ISCOURSE SHOULD NOT BE SEEN AS STRAIGHTFORWARD EVIDENCE OF WHAT INDIVID
UALS THINK OR KNOW BUT AS A FORM OF SOCIAL ACTION  	 4HUS WHEN 
ONE TRIES TO UNDERSTAND 3HAHED AND 3HABANAS EXCHANGE ONE MUST BEAR IN 
MIND THAT UTTERANCES AROUND THE THEME OF BEING @PREPARED TO DIE CANNOT 
BE TAKEN AT FACE VALUE 4HIS IS NOT TO ARGUE EITHER THAT THESE YOUNG PEOPLE 
DO NOT @BELIEVE WHAT THEY ARE SAYING 7E MUST BE AWARE HOWEVER OF THE 
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POSSIBILITY THAT SUCH SENTIMENTS MIGHT BE A PRODUCT OF THE INTERVIEW CON
TEXT IN THIS INSTANCE A FOCUS GROUP OF YOUNG "ENGALI -USLIMS IN THE 5+	 
AND THUS BE EXPRESSED AS A MEANS TO CREATING OR SOLIDIFYING A COLLECTIVE 
IDENTITY )N THE CASE OF THE QUOTED EXCHANGE 3HAHED AND 3HABANA RESPOND 
TO EACH OTHERS CLAIMS ABOUT -USLIMS n WHAT THEY BELIEVE AND WHAT THEY 
ARE PREPARED TO DO n IN A WAY THAT AS THEY SPEAK NOT ONLY SERVES TO REINFORCE 
A PARTICULAR ASPECT OF THEIR FAITH BUT ALSO BINDS THEM TOGETHER AS YOUNG 
-USLIMS WHO HAVE THE SAME VIEWPOINT AND ARE IN A SHARED ENDEAVOUR
7HATEVER THE MOTIVATIONS AND DYNAMICS AT PLAY IN THESE EXCHANGES 
ONE CAN SEE HOW SUCH A VIEW OF THE WORLD AND LIFE n A BELIEF THAT @THERE ARE 
SIGNS THAT THE @END OF THE WORLD IS APPROACHING AND A CONCOMITANT PRE 
PAREDNESS TO DIE n SITS VERY COMFORTABLY WITH MEDIA DISCOURSES ABOUT @THE 
NEXT TERRORIST THREAT )N FACT TO ACCOUNT FOR SUCH A WORLDVIEW WE SHOULD TAKE 
INTO ACCOUNT THREE FACTORS &IRST THE LIVED SOCIAL REALITIES FOR A MAJORITY OF 
THE "ENGALI COMMUNITY IN THE %AST %ND OF ,ONDON INCLUDE SEVERE POVERTY 
UNEMPLOYMENT LOW WAGES DANGEROUS WORKING CONDITIONS OVERCROWDED 
AND UNSANITARY HOUSING GANG FIGHTS DRUG ADDICTION RACIAL HARASSMENT 
POLICE HARASSMENT FAMILIAL PRESSURES AND GENERAL LACK OF OPPORTUNITIES 
3ECOND THE MEDIA ENVIRONMENT OF SATURATION NEWS HOUR CHANNELS VARI 
OUS  LANGUAGE CHANNELS	 AND (OLLYWOOD APOCALYPTISM AS SEEN IN FILMS 
SUCH AS 4HE $AY !FTER 4OMORROW 	 AND 4HE #ORE 		 RESULTS IN 
A CONSTANTLY REPEATED FLOW OF AUDIOVISUAL DEATH AND DESTRUCTION 4HIRD 
RELIGIOUSPOLITICAL LANGUAGE IS USED BY FIGURES SUCH "USH "LAIR AND BIN 
,ADEN 4HESE FACTORS LOCK INTO OR ARE FORCIBLY ARTICULATED WITH ONE ANOTHER 
)T WOULD BE WRONG TO EXPLAIN YOUNG PEOPLES UTTERANCES IN TERMS OF ANY 
ONE SINGLE REASON BE IT MEDIA INFLUENCE POVERTY OR RELIGION AND LEAST OF 
ALL THEIR AGE /NLY BY LOOKING AT THE ENTIRE RANGE OF CONDITIONS AND EX
PERIENCES CAN WE GO SOME WAY TOWARDS EXPLAINING HOW AND WHY DEEPLY 
SCEPTICAL CONSUMERS OF TELEVISION NEWS WHO ARE HIGHLY AWARE AND CRITICAL 
OF THE MEDIAS PREOCCUPATION WITH THE @NEXT TERRORIST THREAT CAN AT THE 
SAME TIME ACCEPT KEY ASPECTS OF THE SAME MEDIA DISCOURSE
)T IS SUGGESTED HERE THAT WESTERN NEWS DISCOURSES OF @IMMINENT THREAT 
INTERACT IN CERTAIN WAYS WITH THE WORLDVIEWS AND STATED BELIEFS OF SOME OF 
THE YOUNG PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY 4HIS SHOULD NOT BE GENERALIZED TO THE 
COMMUNITIES WITHIN WHICH THESE YOUNG PEOPLE LIVE 3OME OF THE PEOPLE 
INTERVIEWED FROM THESE SAME COMMUNITIES MADE NO SUCH CLAIMS 7HAT IS 
CLEAR HOWEVER IS THAT PEOPLES POSITIONS IN RELATION TO SOCALLED @DOMIN
ANT DISCOURSES CANNOT BE MAPPED SIMPLY ONTO A SPECTRUM FROM @PASSIVELY 
ACCEPTING  TO  @RESISTANT OR  @OPPOSITIONAL 4HIS MASKS UNDERLYING COM
PLEXITIES AND CATEGORICALLY MISREPRESENTS THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AUDI 
ENCES SPECIFIED IN TERMS OF RELIGION COMMUNITY CLASS MEDIA CONTEXT AND 
EXPERIENCE AND SO ON	 AND THE NEWS THAT THEY CONSUME
3ECURING PEACE OF MIND DISMISSING MEDIA FEARS
/NE CAN BE DEEPLY SCEPTICAL ABOUT FEARS WHICH ONE BELIEVES TO BE GENERATED BY 
THE MEDIA ANDOR GOVERNMENT AND YET AT THE SAME TIME COUNTENANCE THEM 
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AND EVEN EMBROIDER THEM 4HE YOUNG WOMEN IN THEIR LATE TWENTIES WHO 
WERE INTERVIEWED ABOUT THE @TERROR THREAT ARGUED THAT FEARS ABOUT A FUTURE 
TERRORIST ATTACK WERE BEING USED BY THE GOVERNMENT VIA THE MEDIA TO SUP
PORT THE WAR IN )RAQ NEVERTHELESS THEY DID NOT DISMISS THE THREAT TOTALLY 
$ISCUSSING THE BUILDUP TO THE WAR IN )RAQ AND THE GOVERNMENTS STATED 
REASONS FOR GOING TO WAR THESE YOUNG WOMEN SPOKE ABOUT HOW THEY FELT THE 
GOVERNMENT WAS IN *ODYS WORDS	 @HYPING UP THE TERRORIST THREAT !ISHA 
HER FRIEND LATER EXPLAINED MORE FULLY
)NTERVIEWER 7HEN YOU  TALK ABOUT  FEAR WHERE DOES  IT  COME  FROM WHO 
GENERATES IT
'EMMA 4HE MEDIA IT HAS TO BE
+IA 7ELL THE GOVERNMENT THEY DECIDE WHAT WE DO NEED TO SEE AND WHAT WE 
DONT NEED TO SEE
'EMMA 4ONY "LAIR SWORE BLIND THAT 3ADDAM HAS GOT  THESE WEAPONS THAT 
HE CAN JUST PUSH A BUTTON AND WITHIN TWO MINUTES n THATS WHAT PEOPLE WERE 
FRIGHTENED OF
+IA )TS OUR GOVERNMENT THAT PUT ABOUT THOSE LIES
)NTERVIEWER 9OU KNOW WHEN YOU SAY @THE MEDIA AND @THE GOVERNMENT WHAT 
FOR YOU WOULD BE THE DIFFERENCE
!ISHA 4HEY BOTH RUN EACH OTHER SO ITS HARD TO DIFFERENTIATE
*ODY "UT THE MEDIA SORT OF SWITCHED HALFWAY THROUGH SAYING THEY DONT HAVE 
THESE WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION THEY BECAME MORE OPENMINDED
!ISHA !LSO THERE WAS THE SCARE BECAUSE ) TRAVEL ON THE 0ICCADILLY ,INE QUITE 
OFTEN AND THERE WAS THIS SCARE THAT !L1AEDA MIGHT TRY TO BOMB IT AS ITS THE 
(EATHROW LINE SO YOU HAVE TO THINK @,ETS FIGHT THEM
4HESE PARTICIPANTS WERE CONSCIOUS OF THE WAY IN WHICH A THREAT WAS 
BEING USED AND ALSO QUICK TO CONTEXTUALIZE IT IN TERMS OF SIMILAR EXPERI
ENCES !ISHA RECALLED THE @)2! TERROR THREATS AND 'EMMA REFERRED TO SIMI 
LAR CONCERNS IN 3PAIN WHERE @THERES ALWAYS SOME BOMB THAT GOES OFF &OR 
THESE WOMEN IN ONE SENSE THERE WAS NOTHING QUALITATIVELY DIFFERENT ABOUT 
THE ALLEGED THREATS FACING "RITONS AT HOME IN THE WAKE OF 3EPTEMBER  
AND THE 53n5+ WAR ON )RAQ (OWEVER DESPITE THE STATED AWARENESS OF GOV
ERNMENT AND MEDIA MANIPULATION AND THE CONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE THREAT 
NOT ALL OF THEM WERE UNCONCERNED OR CONFIDENT THAT NO SUCH ATTACK WOULD 
HAPPEN !ISHA ADMITS SOMEWHAT EMBARRASSED @) HAVE TO BE HONEST AND SAY 
) DID FEEL FRIGHTENED 'EMMA @3OMETIMES THERES A LITTLE THOUGHT THAT 
MIGHT CREEP INTO YOUR HEAD WHAT IF SOMEONE JUST PUT SOMETHING ON THE 
TRACK OR SOMETHING )NDEED ONLY DAYS AFTER THIS INTERVIEW ON  *ULY  
SUCH ANXIETIES WERE REINFORCED
3OME OF THE YOUNG "ENGALIS INTERVIEWED AS MENTIONED EARLIER ACCEPTED 
THE TERROR THREAT BUT @DEALT WITH IT IT IN TERMS OF GENERAL FEELINGS OF POWER
LESSNESS NOT UNCOMMON IN YOUNG PEOPLE AND CERTAINLY NOT AMONG SUCH 
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DISENFRANCHISED AND DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE	 AND FATALISM )N CONTRAST THE 
FOUR WOMEN INTERVIEWED WERE SELFCONSCIOUS AND ARTICULATE ABOUT THE IM 
PORTANCE OF NOT ALLOWING SUCH ANXIETIES AND THREATS TO AFFECT THE WAY THAT 
THEY LIVED
9OUVE GOT TO LIVE YOUR LIFE 'EMMA	 
)TS NOT SOMETHING YOU SPEND YOUR WHOLE LIFE THINKING ABOUT *ODY	 
9OU CANT THINK TOO MUCH ABOUT THESE THINGS +IA	
+IAS WORDS BECAME A RECURRING THEME IN THE INTERVIEW 4HESE WOMEN 
DEAL WITH A SENSE OF NOT BEING IN CONTROL BY NOT ALLOWING IT TO BECOME OVER 
WHELMING AT A MUNDANE LEVEL 4HE CONTRASTING WAYS OF LIVING WITH IN
SECURITY ARE BASED IN THE TWO GROUPS DIFFERENT LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES 4HE YOUNG 
WOMENS POSTURE VISÌVIS MEDIA DISCOURSES OF THREAT IS DEFENSIVE AND PSY 
CHOLOGICALLY REFLEXIVE 4HEIR MAIN CONCERN IS THE DETRIMENTAL IMPACT THAT 
INCREASED FEARS MIGHT HAVE ON THEIR QUALITY OF LIFE n RESTRICTING THEIR MOVE
MENT ACROSS THE CITY OR CURTAILING THEIR SOCIAL AND WORK LIFE
3IMILARLY CHANGES IN THE NEWS MEDIA ENVIRONMENT AS DISCUSSED EARL
IER MAY HAVE BENEFITED SOME OF THE YOUNG "ENGALIS INTERVIEWED AND HAD 
UNCLEAR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE WHITE TEENAGE GIRLS (OWEVER FOR THE WOMEN 
IN THEIR TWENTIES THE MULTIPLICITY OF NEW CHANNELS AND INTERNET SITES WAS 
TO BE VIEWED WITH CAUTION AND PERHAPS SOMEHOW RESISTED NOT SIMPLY AP 
PROVED OR EMBRACED 4HE FACT OF BEING A PARENT CLEARLY PLAYED A ROLE HERE 
$ISCUSSING @MEDIA FEARS !ISHA RAISED THE ISSUE OF @PAEDOPHILES EXPLAINING 
@9OUR CHILD CAN BE AT HOME AND BE A VICTIM OF A PAEDOPHILE AND THATS FROM 
HOME 4HIS ILLUSTRATES WHAT ONE IMPLICATION OF NEW MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
HAS MEANT FOR HER AND INDEED MANY PARENTS .EW MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES CAN 
MEAN THAT IT HAS BECOME EVEN HARDER FOR THESE WOMEN TO PREVENT @THINGS 
GETTING TO THEM
"ROADER HORIZONS 5SING NEW NEWS
-ANY YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE %AST %ND OF ,ONDON DISSATISFIED WITH MAIN
STREAM "RITISH MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE WAR IN )RAQ TURNED TO ALTERNATIVE 
NEWS SOURCES )N ADDITION TO CONSUMING TELEVISION NEWS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES 
SOME OF THE PARTICIPANTS STATED THAT THEY NOW DEPENDED ON THE INTERNET TO 
FIND OUT ABOUT AND EXPERIENCE ASPECTS OF THE )RAQ CONFLICT THAT THEY IN
SISTED WERE NOT BEING BROADCAST BY ANY TELEVISION NEWS MEDIA 4HE MOST 
STRIKING EXAMPLE OF THIS TYPE OF NEWS CONSUMPTION THAT ) ENCOUNTERED WAS 
SHORTLY AFTER THE END OF @MAJOR COMBAT OPERATIONS HAD BEEN DECLARED )T 
BECAME APPARENT THAT STUDENTS AS YOUNG AS  HAD SEEN VIDEO FOOTAGE OF 
DECAPITATIONS IN )RAQ NOTABLY THAT OF +EN "IGLEY	 VIA THE INTERNET AND 
MANY HAD PERSONALLY DOWNLOADED THESE EXECUTIONS TO THEIR MOBILE PHONES 
WHICH THEY CARRIED AROUND WITH THEM THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL DAY
)NTERVIEWER !RE THERE ANY IMAGES OR PICTURES IN YOUR HEAD THAT STAND OUT
2UMENA 4HAT HEAD CHOPPING ONE
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)NTERVIEWER 4HE HEAD CHOPPING ONE
2UMENA 4HEY TOOK HOSTAGES AND THEY CAMCORDED THEM CUTTING THEIR HEADS OFF
)NTERVIEWER $O YOU REMEMBER SEEING THAT ON THE NEWS
2UMENA 9EAH x NO ) GOT IT ON MY PHONE
(ABIBA 9OU CAN GET IT ON THE INTERNET
2UMENA 4HEY BROADCAST  IT ON THE INTERNET AND PEOPLE CAN DOWNLOAD IT  TO 
THEIR PHONE x
)NTERVIEWER (OW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU WERE WATCHING IT
2UMENA ) WANTED TO WATCH IT AGAIN AND AGAIN NOT IN A GOOD WAY BUT IN A 
BAD WAY CAUSE ) WANTED TO SEE HOW IT WAS LIKE x
(ABIBA 7HAT THEY THE KIDNAPPERS WERE DOING WAS JUST AS WRONG AS THE WAR
4HOSE LOOKING IN AT THE COMMUNITY FROM THE OUTSIDE MIGHT SEE THE VERY 
ACT OF DOWNLOADING SUCH MATERIAL AS AN ENDORSEMENT OF THE HOSTAGETAKERS 
ACTIONS 9ET SUCH GRAPHIC AND IN THEIR WORDS	 @DEEPLY DISTURBING IMAGES 
CEMENTED MOST PARTICIPANTS VIEWS THAT THE CONFLICT  IN )RAQ SHOULD NOT 
HAVE HAPPENED "OTH (ABIBA AND 2UMENA SAID THAT THEY FOUND THE EVENTS 
@DISGUSTING AND @SICK AND (ABIBA EQUATED THE BEHEADING MORALLY WITH 
THE WAR ITSELF %VEN WHEN THE PARTICIPANTS FELT COMPELLED TO USE ALTERNATIVE 
NEWS SOURCES  THEIR REACTIONS TO SPECIFIC EVENTS WERE NOT NECESSARILY AT 
ODDS WITH THOSE OF THE MAINSTREAM LIBERAL WESTERN OR 5+ NEWS MEDIA 
3ONYAS WORDS n @9OU DONT KNOW WHEN TERRORISTS ARE GONNA ATTACK YOU x 
BASICALLY IT COULD HAPPEN ANYTIME n YOU JUST DONT KNOW n ARE IMPLICITLY 
AN EMOTIONAL  ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF MEDIA  COMMENTARIES  ON  IMAGES 
SUCH AS THOSE OF 3EPTEMBER  THE +EN "IGLEY EXECUTION AND A HOST OF OTHER 
CONCERNS IN HER SOCIAL CONTEXT /THER PARTICIPANTS SAID SIMILAR THINGS
#ONCLUSION
7HAT DOES THIS RESEARCH TELL US ABOUT YOUNG VIEWERS RESPONSES TO THE OVERT 
INVITATIONS OR STRONGEST @FRAMES OF NEWS DEALING WITH GLOBAL SECURITY !S 
2AJAGOPAL 	 SUGGESTS NEWS VIEWING AND POLITICAL OPINION FORMATION 
ARE MESSY PROCESSES "OTH IN TERMS OF CONCEPTUALIZING @NEWS CONSUMERS 
AND TEACHING ABOUT THE NEWS WE NEED TO RECOGNIZE THAT IT IS NOT ENOUGH 
TO BE INFORMED ABOUT AND CRITICAL OF MEDIA DISCOURSES ON ISSUES SUCH AS 
SECURITY 7E ALSO NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE SOCIAL EMOTIONAL AND POLITICAL 
MILIEUX MOTIVATING BOTH NEWS AND INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP RESPONSES TO IT 4HE 
POLITICS THAT SURROUNDS VIEWERS IN THEIR EVERYDAY LIVES IS ALWAYS CHARGED 
WITH EMOTION AND THIS INFORMS ALL NEWS DISCUSSIONS
)N  THIS  STUDY  TWO GROUPS OF  SELFDECLARED SCEPTICAL VIEWERS n  SOME 
MIDDLECLASS WHITE  OR MIXEDETHNICITY GIRLS  AND WOMEN  AND  SOME 
WORKINGCLASS "ENGALI GIRLS AND BOYS n ENGAGED WITH THE MEDIATED NOTION 
OF A TERRORIST THREAT 4AKING THE THREAT SERIOUSLY MEANT DIFFERENT THINGS FOR 
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THEM &OR SOME WORKINGCLASS "ENGALI YOUTH IT MEANT RETREATING INTO THE 
APPARENT COMFORT OF RHETORIC ABOUT @POWERLESSNESS &OR AN OLDER GROUP IT 
MEANT CONSCIOUSLY TRYING TO PREVENT SUCH FEARS FROM DISRUPTING LIFE AND 
BECOMING OVERWHELMING 4HUS  IT  IS ESSENTIAL  TO  THINK ABOUT  THE COM
PLEXITIES OF NEWS AUDIENCES UNDERSTANDINGS #RITIQUE AND RESISTANCE ARE 
NOT SYNONYMOUS NEITHER ARE ENJOYMENT AND ACCEPTANCE )RONICALLY IT WAS 
ONLY BY DISMISSING OR SIMPLISTICALLY @RESISTING	 WESTERN NEWS EN MASSE 
AS UNRELIABLE AND MISLEADING  THAT  SOME VIEWERS MANAGED  TO  SIDESTEP 
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE ISSUE OF THREAT
2ETURNING TO QUESTIONS ABOUT THE POTENTIAL  FOR DEMOCRATIC  TRANSFOR
MATION IN THE NEW PLURAL NEWS ENVIRONMENT IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THERE IS 
ROOM FOR CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM 4HE PLETHORA OF CHANNELS DOES NOT GIVE THE 
HIGHLY DISEMPOWERED AND DISENFRANCHISED VIEWERS IN THIS STUDY MORE AC 
CESS TO @NEUTRAL NEWS SOURCES OR THE DEMOCRATIC ARENA 9ET THERE IS NO EVI 
DENCE THAT IT IS A BAD THING FOR VIEWERS FROM DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS $IDACTIC 
ONESIDED AND PROPAGANDISTIC NEWS APPEARED TO PROVOKE THE YOUNG PAR
TICIPANTS NOT ONLY  TO CYNICISM AS  FOUND BY "UCKINGHAM	 BUT ALSO  TO 
SOME OF THE MOST ARDENT CRITIQUE AND POLITICAL DEBATE AND OCCASIONALLY 
TO PRACTICAL POLITICAL INTERVENTION BY DRAWING UP OR SIGNING PETITIONS AND 
GOING ON DEMONSTRATIONS
)T WOULD SEEM FRUITFUL TO STUDY FURTHER AND WITH LARGER SAMPLES WHAT 
DIFFERENCE IF ANY THE WIDENING OF ACCESS TO DIVERSE NEWS SOURCES MAKES 
FOR MULTIETHNIC VIEWERS OF VARIOUS AGES ,OOKING BEYOND THE REMIT OF THIS 
DATA IF YOUNG VIEWERS BECOME ABLE TO HEAR THINGS IN THEIR OWN LANGUAGES 
FRAMED BY DIFFERENT NATIONAL OR REGIONAL	 POLITICS TO VIEW IMAGES THEY 
WANT TO VIEW WITHOUT RACIST COMMENTARY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AS NEWS WHICH CLAIMS TO BE @NEUTRAL
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